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Abstract: Firms are involved in supply chains to achieve operative efficiency, develop strategic
advantages, and generate financial profits. However, there is limited evidence regarding how
governance mechanisms influence the generation of value from collaboration. Furthermore, how
a particular buyer or supplier position provides benefits to partners is unclear. In this paper, we
examine the roles of management control information as both a governance mechanism and a
source of dynamic capabilities, and its interaction with relational variables to create and capture
value following a demand-side perspective. Two separate studies are developed using multigroup
structural equation modelling, which analyse buyer and supplier positions played by the firm as a
complex supply chain node. The results demonstrate that the characteristics of information sharing
have different impacts on value, depending on the role played in the relationship. Although timely
information sharing appears to be the key source of operative and financial value in downstream
relationships, disaggregated information sharing generates additional strategic advantages in
upstream relationships. The presence of different control-trust frameworks mediates the process of
value generation, leading to different managerial and theoretical implications.

Keywords: supply chain relationships; value creation; value capture; information sharing; trust;
supply chain flexibility; information visibility; corporate sustainability

1. Introduction

Firms join collaborative supply chains to achieve efficiency and create unique value that neither
participant can obtain independently [1–4]. Research suggests that value extraction is a multifaceted
phenomenon that includes different dimensions [5]: As a result of collaborative relationships, partners
can improve their operational performance by reducing costs, increasing quality, or improving fill
rate, cycle time, and lead-time [6,7]. In addition, partner interdependencies could produce strategic
advantages in terms of key resource access, market information, know-how, product innovation, or new
business opportunities [8–11]. As a result, supply chains create financial value for participants [12],
which is eventually captured in the form of increases in sales, market shares, or profit margins [11,13].
As a result of collaboration, corporate sustainability, which concerns a firm’s long term success
and survival, should be enhanced [14]. As corporate sustainability has been found to depend
on sustainable relationships between the firm and its multiple stakeholders [15,16], the supply
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value-network is expected to emphasize the issue of value creation beyond the boundaries of the
firm [17]; however, many relationships do not produce the benefits that are expected to result
from collaboration [18] so there is a need of additional investigation into the success factors of
interorganisational relationships [19].

Recently, management literature has started to analyse the process of value generation that
emanates from supplier networks, considering pooled interactions among partners that appear as
interdependent nodes in a complex value system [3,20]. According to the value net perspective,
partners create value by combining their unique resources and competences, leading to new, dynamic
capabilities [21]. However, research on value nets has “rarely been connected to studies on supply chain
management even though the current business environment clearly requires companies to create value
through their supply activities and supply networks, and to create it more efficiently” [4]. The need
for a better understanding of the potential of supply chain management in value generation has been
emphasised by both academics and practitioners [5,11,18]. Two unanswered questions emerge from a
conceptual perspective [4,22]: a deeper comprehension of value generation mechanisms, and a sound
understanding of the multidimensional nature of value in supply chain relationships.

Supply chain value is promoted through information sharing and tight coordination mechanisms
between partners [3,4,23] which relies on two theoretical foundations: the resource-based view (RBV)
and the transaction cost economics (TCE) approach. The RBV literature conceives of information
sharing as a source of dynamic capabilities in terms of information visibility (accurate, up-to date data)
and supply chain flexibility (adaptability to data changes), which improve market understanding and
enhance competitive efficiency [24–28]. Additionally, information sharing appears to be a source
of relational competence that fosters value-enhanced organisational processes and collaborative
advantages [7] reduces information asymmetry [29] and mitigates opportunism [30] leading to
operational and strategic benefits [7,11,26]. However, although informational capabilities are critical to
maintaining a successful relationship [31] evidence on how these mechanisms interact to govern
transactions and create value is “disjointed, largely anecdotal, and without a strong theoretical
underpinning” [32] (p. 45).

TCE provides a well-known framework for deep analysis of the role of information sharing to
govern collaborative transactional relationships [33,34]. In TCE, collaborative supply chains are viewed
as hybrid structures that combine market and hierarchical characteristics [35–37]. As a result, supply
chain management requires hybrid governance mechanisms that integrate control-related information
and trust-based mechanisms that either substitute for or complement each other [37–41]. Although the
control-trust debate has been largely analysed by the literature, conclusions are not definitive [5,42,43].
One of the reasons for this lack of consensus is the misunderstanding of the roles that control and
trust play in the management of interfirm relationships [37] so there is a need for ‘considering such
multiple roles ( . . . ) to clarify why, in some cases, trust and control assume a certain relationship
and, in others, an opposite relationship’ [42]. Vosselman and Van der Meer-Kooistra [44] advanced on
the trust-control nexus and theorised them not as substitutive or complementary but as interacting
governance mechanisms that are promoted by information sharing. Within this framework, accounting
information sharing appears to be a collaborative device in three scenarios: accounting for control that
prevents opportunistic behaviours (basic scenario), accounting for relational signalling that builds
trust and commitment (intermediate scenario), and accounting for stable and durable relationships
that produce positive expectations for future behaviours and could produce higher value (advanced
scenario). However, this integrative framework has not been tested empirically.

The role of information sharing with regard to supply chain performance also depends on partners’
position within the chain and their power-dependence balance [11,45–49]. Although both partners
share the objective of value generation, their operational and commercial goals largely differ [46,50].
The overall firm, conceived of as a complex node inside a value net, could extract different benefits
from the collaborative supply chain, depending on its position as either buyer (upstream supply
chains) or supplier (downstream supply chains). Thus, “more intensive ( . . . ) studies of business
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relationships where the role of different organisational units and the relationships between them are
investigated in detail” [51] are necessary for an understanding of how value can be co-created in the
relationships within the supply chain [52].

Integrating the TCE approach, the RBV view, the value net perspective, and the demand-side
multidimensional concept of value, this research analyses the multiple roles played by information
sharing, as a source of dynamic capabilities and as a hybrid governance mechanism, and theorises and
empirically tests its effects on value generation through relational signalling. Different characteristics of
management control information are analysed to clarify the substitutive, complementary, or interactive
relationships between control and trust-based mechanisms and its effects on interorganisational value.
Considering the firm as a complex node within the supply chain, both buyer and supplier roles are
analysed in an attempt to understand the full impact of information on value for each participant.
Our primary research question is ‘How do the characteristics of management control information
sharing interact with relational variables (trust and continuity expectations) as a source of dynamic
capabilities to create and/or capture value for partners?’

This paper contributes to the literature in several ways. It departs on a multiple theoretical
perspective to explain the governance practices and relational variables as mediators of value
chain generation [5]. To formulate this explanation, the theoretical framework of [44] is tested and
extended towards value creation and capture [4,53] the conceptualisation of three interconnected value
dimensions provides guidelines for relationship value modelling [4,22]. Although previous studies
have analysed value generation while considering independent buyers’ or suppliers’ perspectives,
this study compares both roles performed by the firm as a multi-relational supply chain node. Such
comparison is critical to an understanding of how dimensions of value are synergistically extracted
from upstream and downstream relationships and translated along the supply chain. Evidence of the
multifaceted nature of value and the presence of different control-trust frameworks is found, which
creates possibilities for future theoretical and empirical research.

In the following section, we review the literature to provide a theoretical backdrop to our proposal.
In Section 3, we develop our model and define the research hypotheses. Next, the methodology is
described followed by hypothesis testing and results. Section 5 presents a discussion and implications
of results. Finally, we highlight limitations and suggestions for future research.

2. Literature Review

In this section, we analyse the prevailing theories regarding the relevance of governance
mechanisms and information sharing to the management of supply chains and the creation of value.

2.1. Governance Mechanisms in Collaborative Supply Chains

2.1.1. TCE Perspective

The TCE literature has largely examined the effectiveness of hybrid governance mechanisms
with regard to managing interorganisational relationships [28,30]. Formal controls and trust-based
mechanisms have been proposed for managing opportunistic behaviour, safeguarding specific
investments, and minimising transactions cost [33,34,36,43].

Trust is defined as the extent to which partners perceive others as credible and benevolent [54,55]:
Credibility relates to the extent to which a firm believes that another party possesses the expertise
required to perform the transaction effectively and reliably (thin trust), benevolence refers to the
partner’s belief that the other party has intentions and motives that will benefit the relationship, even
if new conditions without prior commitment arise (thick trust). Trust has primarily been viewed
as a crucial governance mechanism that promotes voluntary, nonobligating exchanges [56] which
compensates for legitimate negative expectations about future partner behaviours [44]. Trust between
partners influences the relationship in three primary manners [54,55,57,58]: reducing the perceived risk
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of opportunism, building expectations that short-term unfairness will be eliminated in the long-term
and that potential conflicts will be easily dissolved, and reducing interorganisational transaction costs.

Management control (MC) mechanisms are formal rules, procedures and policies established
to safeguard, monitor and reward desirable performance, which are codified in contractual
arrangements [59]. Formal controls include output control and process control, both of them relying
on accounting information [60]. Output control refers to the degree to which partners monitor
the outcomes produced by the relationship; output control is achieved in three steps, defining the
dimensions and standards of performance, measuring the performance and comparing with targets,
and rewarding results that reach these goals. Process control refers to the extent to which partners
monitors the behaviours or means used to achieve the desired outputs, process control ensures that
desirable actions are performed while also preventing undesirable actions [37,44]. The debate regarding
control and trust as governance mechanisms has predominantly concerned (i) their substitutive
or complementary character; and (ii) the role that information sharing plays on it [35,37,39,42].
The substitution perspective considers trust to be a substitute for control: more control results in
less trust and vice versa [35]. In the complementary perspective, control and trust are viewed as being
mutually reinforcing [61] where trust emerge through control mechanisms [62].

MC information sharing refers to the extent to which critical, often proprietary, information is
communicated to the partner [63]. Although MC information is thought to have an impact on level of
trust [61], its direct role in trust building has been largely forgotten [5]. Recently, Vosselman and Van
der Meer-Kooistra [44] extended the accounting-control-trust nexus by analysing MC information’s
triple role as a device of control, relational signalling, and stable relationships. In the simplest
framework, MC information is conceived of as a formal control device that compensates for legitimate
negative expectations for potential partner’s opportunism [35,64]. Accounting for control facilitates
the alignment of partners’ interests and entails monitoring, producing thin trust at the level of the
transactional relationships [29]. However, these embedded governance structures are necessary but
not sufficient for the continuance of the relationship. As a consequence of environmental uncertainty,
contractual clauses are not complete, so additional incentives for opportunistic behaviour emerge [41].
Such relational risk can be mitigated by building thick trust, which reflects positive expectations
regarding partner’s future behaviour [65]. In this intermediate framework, MC information, in the
form of ad hoc calculations and accounts, is perceived as relational signals that illustrate partners’
continued commitment and intentions to behave co-operatively, enlightening self-interest, and leading
to identification issues [61,66]. Finally, in the advanced framework, control and trust interact to
fully manage behaviour uncertainty, producing stable and durable relationships in terms of future
transactions [44]. Building thick trust requires an embedded governance structure, in reverse, trust
building enhances the credibility of formal controls. However, the balance between control and trust
is key to the long-term survival of the relationships and must be closely monitored. If the control
exceeds or does not reach the legitimate threshold of control, negative relational consequences could
be obtained and thus produce mistrust or fail to generate zero-positive expectations, respectively.

Besides, it is not the extent of shared information but its characteristics that contribute to
develop durable relationships [67]. In accordance with [68], four dimensions of information have
been identified to impact on managing interorganisational relationships: scope (narrow to broad),
timeliness (slow/standard to fast/customised to requests), aggregation (summarised to very detailed),
and integration (one-unit information to multiple-unit information). These four dimensions
describe MC information’s level of innovativeness, which can be regarded as innovative (right-side
characteristics) or more traditional MC (left-side characteristics) [69].

Innovative information has been found to be particularly useful in the presence of high levels
of uncertainty and decentralisation, new methods of competition, or more highly interdependent
relationships that need to be proactively managed [17,67]. Focusing on supply chain, the literature
has highlighted the effects of two of these innovative informational characteristics on the fostering of
partner collaboration: timely (accurate, fast, and customised) and disaggregated (flexible, detailed,
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and relevant) data [68,70]. Timely information reduces relationship uncertainty, allowing managers
to adjust their activities in response to continuous changes and solve problems as soon as they occur,
in addition, the frequent exchange of strategic and operational information reduces dysfunctional
conflicts [58,71]. Disaggregated information provides managers with a better understanding of
problems and alternative solutions, improves decision making and facilitates adaption to partners’
priorities and goals [72]. There is evidence that purchasing and sales managers perceive innovative
information as more useful information to increase performance [73]. However, the effectiveness of
innovative information in governing supply chain relationships has not been suitably investigated.

2.1.2. RBV Perspective

From the RBV perspective, the governing of collaborative relationships is focused on the
management of partners’ resources and capabilities for the development of relational competences,
competitive advantages, and superior value [1,7,28,74]. Supply chain relationships are viewed as a
source of dynamic capabilities embedded in relational routines, organisational skills, and knowledge
processes [75]. To acquire and exploit such capabilities, partners must establish a relational
governance system that incorporates effective communication protocols and information sharing [1,30].
Two important information capabilities can be obtained from collaborative supply chain relationships:
information visibility and supply chain flexibility [24,28]. These capabilities are valuable with regard
to creating competitive advantages in dynamic markets because no individual firm can possess them,
and both are useful only if partners cooperate within the supply chain [28].

Information visibility refers to the degree to which partners share timely, accurate, and relevant
information related to demand and supply for control management and decision making [60]. Such
information shared between buyer and supplier facilitates forecasting, planning, product design,
and produce scheduling, thus controlling partners’ opportunism and reducing the bullwhip effect,
information asymmetry and opportunistic behaviours [25,26,49].

Supply chain flexibility refers to the degree to which partners meet customers’ requirements
speedily enough to respond to changes in dynamic manufacturing and market environments [27,28].
From an offering perspective, supply chain flexibility requires a flow of detailed ‘what-if’
decision-supporting information that facilitates decisions regarding changes in product offers with
current partners [76]. From a buyer perspective, sharing extensive, disaggregated information with
suppliers allows for quick responses to financial, environmental and market changes [49,77], thus
increasing commitment in the relationship [78].

Consequently, both capabilities seem to be closely connected to the MC information sharing
characteristics provided for in the TCE framework: although timely information can be viewed as a
source of information visibility, disaggregated information produces supply chain flexibility.

2.2. Value Generation in Collaborative Supply Chains: A Multidimensional Approach

The supply chain literature has devoted considerable effort to establishing the antecedents
of performance and value for collaborative relationships. Prior research has theoretically argued
that firms enrol supply chains because of an expectation of benefiting from the relationship [12,79].
Empirical research has supported the connection between cooperation and performance, finding that
closer relationships improve partners’ performance [10,11,32,36]. Different measures of supply chain
performance have been proposed, mostly focused on the viewpoint of buyers or suppliers [5].

The analysis of supply chain value has emerged increasingly relevant in recent years, linked to
the literature on value nets [4,20,80]. The concept of interorganisational value generation is not new,
and could be defined as the “process by which the capabilities of the partners are combined so that the
competitive advantage of either the hybrid or one or more of the parties is improved” [81] (p. 241).
This concept overpowers the vision of Porter’s traditional value chain, by introducing the links
between firms in the supply chain as additional sources of value to the activities performed by each
particular partner [17]. If the view of dynamic, interdependent networks, in which firms are complex
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nodes maintaining collaborative relationships with other companies, the concept of value net is
introduced. A value net is defined as a dynamic, flexible network in which partners co-create value
through collaborative relationships by combining their unique resources, competences, and capabilities,
creating a business environment in which each firm can be successful [20,80].

To be effective, the orientation of value nets should overcome the firm-based point of view and
adopt an end-user perspective [20]. In dynamic markets, customers are key to success, so value
generation should rely on maximising the value and satisfaction perceived by customers. Thus,
value analysis should shift from a firm-centric position towards a customer-centric one based on
the provision of specific products to interconnected customers [4]. In accordance with an end-user
perspective, demand side-theory has emerged in recent years to explain the process of firm value
generation [81–84]. Although this line of research follows end-consumer perceptions to explain value,
there is a demand for integrated demand-side and dynamic capabilities arguments that address the
generation of value and its transmission between value net participants [4,53,84].

In demand-side theory, a key distinction is made between value creation, which refers to the
benefits that the firm’s products provide to consumers (e.g., [82–84]) and value capture, which is
determined by the portion of value, in the form of profits, that is captured or appropriated by the firm
itself rather than other competitors [53,83,85]. In an initial stage, producers compete for customers
by offering the maximal use value to consumers, only after this selection can the producer compete
with other firms to capture value [85]. Accordingly, attention to value creation appears to be a stage
preceding the devotion of attention to value capture [53].

Value creation is determined by consumers’ willingness to pay [53] which relies on both the drivers
of customers’ value perceptions [86] and the ability to select adequate competitors [87]. Because value
creation is determined by consumer evaluations, the literature has largely analysed the relationship
between production characteristics and consumer choices [88]. Operational aspects related to functional
product characteristics, such as affordable quality, service support, price, delivery flexibility, location
convenience or usability, have appeared to increase the value perceived by consumers [22,83]. However,
suppliers’ strategic decisions also have the potential to increase consumer benefits. Decision on product
innovation and research efforts, diversification, access to unique resources, expert sales assistance and
know-how, or personal interaction allow to create value by increasing the customers’ stock of human
capital and knowledge [22,53,89] also reducing the consumer attention, search cost, and human capital
that must be expended during the consumption process, reducing consumers’ uncertainties regarding
benefit expectations, or enhancing consumption experiences through the sharing of experts’ human
capital [83].

Value capture refers to the firm’s appropriation and retention of payments made by customers,
which is influenced by market structure, resource ownerships, and the relative power of actors in
the supply chain [53,83]. Value is captured when a maximal portion of profit is appropriated by the
firm itself rather than by other competitors, and those payments are retained by resisting claims from
upstream or downstream members of the supply chain [83] thus, value has been intuitively related to
financial variables such as sales growth, operating income, profitability or market share [85].

Previous dimensions of value are consistent with the value net literature, which distinguishes
among different perspectives in value creation, including the ability to understand and respond to
customer requirements (operational perspective), and the ability to exploit relational capabilities and
knowledge to develop strategic core competences (strategic perspective) [4]. Similarly, the ability to
improve the firm’s profitability and competitive position in relation to other competitors (value capture
perspective) is conceived as the main goal of each individual firm in the net [4]. Table 1 summarises
recent studies on supply chain performance, which are classified according to value-based dimensions
and the view of the particular partner being analysed.
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Table 1. Literature on supply chain performance. A value-based classification.

Research
Interorganisational Performance

Research DetailsOperational Value-Creation Strategic Value-Creation Value Capture

[8] (S) Short-notice deliveries
Innovation, information, references to potential
customers, reduction in dependency on other
customers, access to third parties

Margin per profit, overall profit, number
of deliveries, sales volume, profitability

247 German suppliers (electronic, mechanical,
chemical and vehicle industries)

[9] (S) -
Product and process innovation, market information
acquisition, access to other relevant factors in
working environment

Direct profit, business volume, level of
business, revenue guarantee Theoretical approach

[90] (S) Product quality, delivery performance, price,
responsiveness to requests for changes, service support - - Survey of 139 first-tier North American

automotive suppliers
[25] (S) Cost improvement, product quality, delivery speed Innovation introduction - Survey of 245 US industrial firms

[6] (B) & (S) Service level, flexibility, cycle time Information visibility, end-customer satisfaction,
inventory visibility Business volume

Survey sent to The University of Oklahoma
Logistics/Supply Chain Executive Panel
(56 members)

[22] (B) Product cost, product quality, delivery performance,
service support, conformance to specifications

Personal interaction, know-how, time to market,
reduction inventories -

Interviews with 10 manufacturers in a
variety of areas and survey of 118 + 228
purchasing managers

[10] (S) Cost efficiency obtained from higher sales volumes
Improvements of processes, new product, learning
about customers and markets, product
enhancements, new business opportunities.

Profitability 241 first-tier OEM suppliers in the
computer industry

[32] (S) & (B)

Quality, cost, volume flexibility, delivery, response
promptness, product conformance to specifications,
reliability/dependability, customer order confirmation
speed, customer complaint handling speed, delivery
dependability

- - 232 United States firms (SIC 34–39).

[11] (B) & (S) Order cycle times, order processing accuracy,
delivery promptness Forecast accuracy, satisfaction with the relationship Profitability, market share, sales growth 397 buyers and 290 suppliers

(US manufacturing and service industries)

[44] (B) & (S) Product quality, delivery performance, cost and price Know-how, communication - 126 buyer units and 126 suppliers of 5
international manufacturing companies

[7] (B) or (S) Quality (as relational collaborative advantage) Innovation (as relational collaborative advantage) Growth of sales, ROI, growth on ROI,
profit margin on sales

227 US managers with experience in supply
chain management (SIC 25, 20, 34–28)

Note: Buyer (B) and/or supplier (S) performance analysed through the relationships.
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2.3. Effects of Firm Roles within Inter-Organisational Supply Chain Relationships

The supply chain literature has devoted little effort to documenting the effect of
collaborative relationships on partners’ performance and value from concurrent buyer and supplier
perspectives [11,42,49,57]. Although the literature has largely assumed that partners enter into alliances
for mutual gain, it is not clear whether both partners benefit equitably, so additional evidence becomes
critical [5,91]. Some researchers have found that ‘win-win’ outcomes are possible but each partner ‘wins’
differently [11,32,47,92] although buyers appear to be concerned with cost control, suppliers are focused
on gaining competitive advantages that lead to value creation and long-term profitability [46,91].

Mouritsen et al. [93] observe that the ‘win-win’ ideal could evolve into ‘win-lose’ and asymmetric
value exchanges for buyers and suppliers. Additionally, Corsten and Kumar [2] find that even if both
partners benefit from supply chain relationships, suppliers more strongly feel that they are receiving
less than they deserve [2]. Feelings of inequity are found to negatively impact trust and continuity
expectations, in particular for suppliers [57,94], leading to lower financial performance and less value
capturing [11]. Asymmetries in partners’ relative power and dependence lead to different levels of
trust and commitment [57] affecting operational value creation [11,46].

Partners can also have differing perceptions of the usefulness of governance mechanisms and
innovative information, suppliers have been found to be more interested in timely information because
they need customer information for internal planning processes, whereas buyers could prefer flexible
information so that plans can be adjusted accurately [70]. Evidence has also demonstrated that buyers
consider inter-organisational trust a more important factor on the supply chain success than suppliers
do [11,57,92].

Although firms integrated in supply networks play buyer and supplier roles simultaneously with
upstream and downstream partners, this point has been ignored in the supply chain literature. Frohlich
and Westbrook [95] observe that firms integrated on both supplier and buyer sides tend to improve
productivity and non-productivity performance. However, to our knowledge, there is no research that
analyses how the role in the supply chain affects the efficacy of governance mechanisms and how value
could be asymmetrically created, captured, or even destroyed from each position. Instead, the literature
on inter-organisational relationships has largely focused on the buyer perspective [13,66,96,97] whereas
downstream relationships have scarcely been studied [97].

The limited literature that distinguishes between the buyer and supplier perspectives has assumed
the unique, sole role of each analysed firm in the supply chain [7,11,32,46,52,70,92]. Departing on it,
this paper simultaneously analyses the buyer and supplier roles of the firm in the generation of value
along collaborative supply chains. To do so, the model explores buyer and supplier similarities and
differences along the supply chain. The hypothesized relationships will be tested separately using two
independent samples [11]: The first study sample examines the model from a buyer role’s perspective,
while the second study examines the collaboration model from a supplier role’s perspectives. Firstly,
the separate models will be compared using invariance testing to determine if differences exist between
the buyer sample and the supplier sample. Then, comparisons across the two models will focus on
comparing: (1) if the model’s paths are the same for each model; (2) if the hypotheses are supported.

3. Model and Hypotheses

Collaborative supply chains require appropriate governance mechanisms to develop dynamic
capabilities that generate value for partners and produce durable relationships [7,14,28,44,84]. In this
framework, innovative information sharing would play a double role, first, it is a device for relational
signalling, which promotes trust and positive expectations of continuity [44,65], second, it is a
source of valuable interorganisational capabilities, in terms of information visibility and supply
chain flexibility [28]. Consequently, more timely, disaggregated information facilitates the governance
and exploitation of collaborative relationships, achieving greater value for partners [5,98]. Because the
position of the firm along the supply chain could affect the process of creating and capturing value,
different models are developed for buyer and supplier roles (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The conceptual model.

Information sharing has been alternatively perceived as a resource [74,99] a source of
capabilities [31,100] and a dynamic capability in and of itself [7,28,101]. By sharing relevant, accurate,
complete, and confidential information in a timely, frequent manner, partners send relational signals
that exhibit both their trustworthiness and their expectations of continuing the relationship [28,32,44].

Trust both acts through information and is a result of it [28,44]. The literature has suggested that
intensive bilateral information sharing reduces uncertainty, thereby engendering appropriate levels of
trust between partners [1,61,102]. Sharing information signals that the other party’s intentions and
plans are benevolent [103]. Kwon and Suh [104] add that information is crucial for building trust
because it enables partners to understand each other’s routines and allows for conflict resolution.
Nyaga et al. [11] find that information sharing has a positive impact on trust for supply chains, which is
stronger for buyers than suppliers. In particular, the innovative characteristics of information are found
to play a crucial role with regard to relational variables [70]. The sharing of disaggregated ‘what-if’
information promotes supply chain flexibility [7,28], increases coordination and adaptation [76,78]
reduces relational risk [40] and indicates trustworthiness [66]. As the frequent exchange of timely
and accurate information, information visibility promotes coordination and joint-solving processes,
increases cooperation, and indicates that a partner is trustable [55,63,71]. Therefore:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Sharing innovative information within a collaborative supply chain has a positive effect on
trust in a relationship.

Supply chain collaboration relies on partners’ desire to maintain the relationship in the long
term [32,54,105], even if it implicates lower benefits in the short term [60,106]. Partners require
considerable time to develop the knowledge required to obtain a high level of relationship efficacy;
it includes joint technical expertise, mature personal relationships, and broad prior experience [66].
To exploit durable strategic advantages and promote cooperation, partners should demonstrate
a long-term commitment to the relationship by mutually signalling their expectations for future
interaction and continued exchange [1,32]. Such continuity expectations are a result of open, frequent
communication [105]. Information sharing creates positive expectations for the capabilities of the
partner [107], which increase willingness for continuity [108]. The timely exchange of information
increases behavioural transparency and reduces information asymmetry [29,32], leading to greater
confidence in the future of the relationship [71]. Complementary, disaggregated information
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supporting supply chain flexibility increases the partner’s expectations of being involved in the
relationship in the future [78]. Accordingly, the following is hypothesised:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Sharing innovative information within a collaborative supply chain has a positive effect on
continuity expectations.

Trust has been suggested to reinforce continuity in supply chains [54,109,110]. Partners who
trust each other will be more satisfied and perceive less risk, so they will devote more effort to
remaining in the relationship when facing an unknown or untrustworthy alternative [111]. Morgan
and Hunt [55] find a positive relationship between trust and expectations for collaborative relationship
continuity. Ganesan [54] finds that partners involved in trustworthy supply chain relationships devote
more effort towards ensuring its continuity. Similarly, Pavlou [102] observes that two dimensions of
trust (credibility and benevolence) have a positive effect on continuity expectations in supply chain
relationships. With this caveat in mind, we submit the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Trust has a positive effect on continuity expectations.

Information sharing interacts with relational signalling to produce durable relationships that
improve partners’ performance and generate value [11,32,44]. Studies have revealed that information
sharing can lead partners to feel that the other’s needs, priorities, goals and values are similar to their
own [44]. This sense of common identity or ‘attachment’ provides a template for problem solving
that reduces the costs of protection from opportunistic behaviour, saves costs through operational
efficiencies, and leads to higher performance [47,49,90,98]. The exchange of information between
partners is crucial to the reduction of costs and the generation of financial profit [7,13], as well as for the
effective and efficient use of resources, which lead to operational advantages (quality, time, delivery,
product design, after-sale services) that create value in terms of customers’ expectations [11,32]. Under
the value net perspective, the sharing of information is a driver of exploitation of the value potential of
supply chain relationships, facilitating coordination [3], knowledge accumulation between partners,
and an understanding of end-customer needs [4]. So information sharing is postulated to have a direct
and positive effect on partners’ value creation and value capture, which has been documented in both
buyer and supplier positions [5,7,11]. However, it not simply the amount of information shared but
also the quality and relevance of such information that results in higher value [55]. Interorganisational
relationships in which parties share timely, accurate, flexible, and relevant information have been
observed as being more successful for partners than those that do not exhibit such characteristics [63].
Information visibility, in terms of frequent, accurate information, facilitates the development of
relational capabilities that increases parties’ benefits [31]. Firms that share disaggregated, flexible data
are able to react to changing dynamic environments and retain customers [78], generating value from
their alliances [29,47]. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Sharing innovative information within a collaborative supply chain has a positive
effect on value.

Trust is a relational signalling mechanism considered key to gaining value and reducing risk
in collaborative relationships [41,56,102,112]. Trust has been traditionally associated with successful
buyer-supplier relationships [58,103], particularly if the buyer must encourage the supplier to be
innovative and a knowledge source [102]. Empirical researchers have discovered a strong relationship
between trust and strategic competitive advantages [2,55,92,103], trust and operative performance [11,105],
and trust and financial profitability [7,63,104]. As a driver of long-term collaboration, trust’s potential
to generate value has also been indicated in the value net literature [4]. Thus, we hypothesise
the following:
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Hypothesis 5 (H5). Trust has a positive effect on value.

In addition to trust, value-creating supply chains are thought to rely on future-orientated
relationships [4]. Partners’ expectations for continuity signal relational commitment, improve task
coordination, display cooperative behaviours, and promote synergies between parties’ capabilities
to develop a stronger basis for strategic advantage [113,114], which supports mutual gains [47].
Noordewier et al. [24] state that long-term supply chain agreements have a positive impact on the
reduction of buyers’ acquisition costs. Zeller and Gillis [115] find that stable supply relationships
increase buyer’s financial profit; also, they enhance supplier attention to buyers’ needs, relying on
a better understanding of their needs, reduced cost, and increased profit [90,116,117]. The above
argument leads to the hypothesis:

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Continuity expectations have a positive effect on value.

As stated previously, relational variables are proposed as a mediator of the links between
innovative information sharing and value along the supply chain. Adding to the effects of MC
information sharing, trust and continuity expectations are suggested to produce implicit self-enforcing
incentives to maintain the relationship and generate value [11,55,104]. Trust has been largely considered
a key mediating variable between MC information sharing and supply chain performance [11,55,118].
Under conditions of trust, partners are more open to exchanging strategic information and knowledge,
which is critical to realising the benefits of collaborative relationships [2]. In addition, long-term
expectations provide the adequate context for facilitating and exploiting strategic information and
knowledge [32], resulting in lower transaction costs, reduced relational risk [40,54], and enhanced
transaction value [11]. So we hypothesise the following:

Hypothesis 7 (H7). Relational variables (trust and continuity expectations) have a positive mediation effect on
the relationships between innovative information sharing and value.

We note that, in line with previous researchers in the field of interfirm relationships, we use dyadic
business relationships within a supply network context to test previous hypotheses [47–49,119,120].
This point of view has been adopted to develop the research model in an affordable way, but
it represents a partial view of the functions of network relationships; in practice, each dyadic
buyer-supplier relationship (‘strong network ties’) is connected to several different relationships
than the either the supplier or the buyer has (‘weak network ties’) [120]. Thus, this research mainly
focuses on the primary functions of network relationships, meaning the direct effects on the two
partners of their interaction in a particular strong network tie [121]; they include the leverage of
information, activities, and resources between the two parties, who learn by cooperating to raise
mutual benefits. Furthermore, secondary network functions capture the indirect effects of a dyadic
relationship because it is directly or indirectly connected to other relationships; they represent chains
of activities that involve more than two firm, resources controlled by more than two firms, and shared
perceptions and goals by more than two firms. Since secondary network functions also impact on
partners’ behaviour, the results of our model implicitly integrate part of them, even if such effects can
not explicitly be separated through the statistical analysis. In summary, our theoretical model focuses
on ‘strong ties’ and the strength of a ‘dual network architecture’, where a small core of strong ties
is integrated with a large periphery of weak ties [120]. It implies the need to include the strength of
ties as an exogenous variable to analyse interorganizational relationships: We have approached the
operationalization of tie strength by defining two control variables on the importance (trade volume)
and length of the relationship (Table 2); it closely approaches the definition in [120], which considers
(1) the relationships’ overall duration; and (2) the intensity of collaboration. Such an approach is not
a perfect way to approach supply network relationships, which could affect the interpretation and
potential of generalisation of results.
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Table 2. Demographic data.

The Firm Buyers (%/sd) Suppliers (%/sd)

General machinery 57 (54.81%) 42 (46.66%)
Electrical and electronic machinery 22 (21.15%) 24 (26.67%)
Transportation equipment 25 (24.04%) 24 (26.67%)
Number of employees 301.46 (1052.87) 229.00 (1117.03)
Age of firm 19.21 (15.72) 19.38 (14.38)
ROA 0.01 (0.13) 0.05 (0.07)
ROE 0.02 (1.06) 0.07 (0.25)

The relationship

Volume of purchases/sales represented by the relationship (%) 15.09 (14.50) 17.71 (21.93)
Length of relationship (years) 12.13 (8.32) 11.42 (7.62)

Note: percentage (%); standard deviations (sd); return on assets (ROA); return on equity (ROE).

4. Research Methodology

4.1. Sample Design and Data Collection

Our empirical analysis aims to examine the hypothesised relationships among information
sharing, relational variables and value within a collaborative supply chain (Figure 1). Because of
the differing nature of relations that the firm establishes with downstream and upstream partners,
the unit of analysis is the firm and its interorganisational supply chain relationships. For each focal
firm, two roles are analysed: the supplier and the buyer perspectives.

A cross-sectional mail survey was developed and implemented for data collection. In accordance
with other studies, key informants were considered sources of data [32], both purchasing and sales
executives play strategic roles in firms, being the most knowledgeable with regard to managerial
aspects of inter-organisational supply chains. Two subsamples were considered: the first targeted
purchasing managers (buyer role), and the second targeted sales managers (supplier role). Purchasing
and sales managers were requested to focus on a specific upstream or downstream relationship,
respectively, being representative of their supply chain collaborative interactions. For the purposes
of the survey, a collaborative supply chain relationship was defined as ‘a relationship in which
participants (buyers and suppliers) work as a team and adjust themselves to mutual needs to achieve
aims’. Research hypotheses were tested separately for both roles. Invariance analysis was performed
using multi-group structural equation modelling (SEM) to test whether differences between roles were
statistically significant [11,77].

The sample frame consisted of original equipment manufacturers covered under the two-digit
SIC levels 35, 36, and 37 (general machinery, electrical and electronic machinery and transportation
equipment), drawn from the DUM database, which captures the 50,000 largest Spanish companies.
Typically, these firms are manufacturers that buy physical products from and sell physical products to
other industries and dealers. They are regularly embedded in collaborative supply chains for access to
competitive advantage in terms of new capability, resources, and knowledge [3,77,106]. This sample
frame allows a wide range of inter-organisational relationships to be captured for the guarantying
of model validation. The sample population was controlled for extraneous variance by excluding
bankruptcy firms and those that emerged from or were purchased by business groups. This refinement
resulted in a list of 1380 potential respondents for each buyer and supplier role.

The development of the survey and the sampling procedures followed the guidelines suggested
by [122]. A three-stage analysis was designed to guarantee the adequacy of the survey to the proposed
conceptual model. First, preliminary field interviews were conducted with 4 industry representatives
to assess the relevance and clarity of the question items and constructs. Based on the feedback
obtained from interviewees, redundant and ambiguous items were deleted or modified. A preliminary
questionnaire was pre-tested by 8 academic researchers and 6 industrial practitioners. Based on the
pre-test, minor changes were made to guarantee that the questionnaire was clear, complete, and concise
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and that the items were parsimonious. A mail questionnaire was sent to the entire sample population
of 1380 buyer and 1380 supplier respondents. All mailings included a cover letter, the questionnaire,
and a postage-paid envelope, additionally, in an attempt to increase the response rate, respondents
were promised confidential notification of the results. After three recall waves utilising mail letters
and telephone calls, 194 usable questionnaires were returned: 104 from buyers (7.54% response rate)
and 90 from suppliers (6.52% response rate) (Table 2). The response rate aligns with that reported in
recent supply chain management articles [7,77,123].

4.2. Instrument Development

The theoretical model included twenty-five items that measure different facets of six factors.
A list of the specific items for our constructs is presented in Appendix A. A seven-point Likert
scale with the end points ‘strongly disagree’ and ‘strongly agree’ was used to capture responses
for all of the items, with the exception of value variables, for which the end points ‘much worse’
and ‘much better’ were used, because the value generation process implies competitive decisions
in dynamic markets, value-based features were measured in comparison with competitors’ relative
situation [85,87]. To the extent possible, we adopted existing tested scales from previous supply chain
studies, which were adapted to the specific context where appropriate. In some cases, validated
scales in intraorganisational environments were adapted to the interorganisational context [124].
In accordance with [122] recommendations, questions were limited to the greatest extent possible in an
effort to increase the response rate.

MC information sharing. We measured the two MC information sharing constructs (timely
and disaggregated) using an adapted version of the scale from [68], which has been tested in the
intraorganisational context, (e.g., [67]). Timely information sharing (TI) was measured in terms of the
frequent exchange of relevant data and the reporting of data immediately upon request (six-item scale).
Disaggregated information sharing (DI) was measured in terms of the exchange of detailed cost-based
information, supporting a ‘what-if’ analysis (four-item scale).

Trust. The six-item scale was adapted from [103], who measure trust by including credibility
and benevolence items. Although both dimensions of trust could be considered conceptually
distinct [54,71,102], in practice, they are operationally joined [11] (p. 201). Trust (TR) was defined as a
one-dimensional construct that measures the respondent’s perception of the partner’s trustworthiness,
honesty, ability to provide product and services, promise keeping, and common interest focus.

Continuity expectations. Continuity expectations (CE) were operationalised in accordance with [120],
with four items measuring the partners’ belief that they will continue to transact over time and the
intensity of partners’ planning based on continuance.

Value. We adapted the measures from the work of [10,22,124–126]. Value measurement involves
three separate constructs: operational value creation (3-item scale), strategic value creation (3-item
scale), and value capture (2-item scale), measured in comparison with competitors. Operational
value creation (OV) measures the firm’s fulfilment of customers’ demand in terms of quality, price,
and service. Strategic value creation (SV) measures the firms’ relative competitive advantage in terms
of research, ability to win resources, and staff training programs. Value capture (VC) measures the
profitability (return-on-assets) and market share captured by the firm.

4.3. Nonresponse Bias

Data were collected from respondents with different demographic characteristics, so non-response
bias was tested. Nonresponse bias could become a serious research problem if systematic differences
between those who responded and those who did not respond appear and if such differences
affect results. To address this problem, three tests were run to check for non-response bias in the
separate supplier and buyer samples. First, data from earlier and later respondents were compared
using chi-square tests [127,128] no significant differences were found between the first-wave and
second-wave respondents in terms of primary demographic variables (SIC code, sales volume,
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and asset volume), and in terms of constructs of the conceptual model, at the significant level of
0.05. Second, buyer and supplier responses from the three SIC codes were evaluated to ensure that the
samples were not significantly different. The chi-square test indicated that there were no significant
sector differences for either sample (p > 0.05).

Finally, respondents were compared with the population using previous demographic variables.
Some significant differences were found across samples of respondents and population profiles at the level
of 0.05, suggesting that a non-response bias could be present in the sample; However, the phenomenon
being studied has been found to be remarkably resistant to such source of sampling bias [129]: As the
conceptual model focuses on relationships, not on individual variables, the diversity of the sample
necessary for the acceptance of generalisability is guaranteed with regard to the extent to which all of
the relationships are observed across the complete range of size, turnover and industry describing the
population. This element suggests that non-response bias is not a major concern for this research.

4.4. Common Method Bias

Data were collected from respondents who answered questions on both the dependent and
independent variables, so common method bias may be a problem. Several controls of common
method bias were implemented in accordance with [130] recommendations: Evaluation apprehension
and item social desirability effects were reduced by offering respondents complete confidentiality and
anonymity in collecting and modelling data, in addition, responses were not identified as right or
wrong so that they would be answered as honestly as possible.

The potential for common method bias was assessed in accordance with the Harman’s one-factor
test [130] bias exists if either a single factor emerges from a factor analysis on all survey items
or the first factor accounts for most of the common variance existing in the data. Items were
loaded on an un-rotated factor analysis using the criterion based on eigenvalue-greater-than-one.
The results revealed eight factors accounting for 69.61% (buyer sample) and 70.91% (supplier sample)
of the total variance, respectively. The first factor captured 27.19% of the total variance of buyer
responses (22.99% of the variance of supplier responses), which is not the majority of the total variance.
A confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was applied to Harman’s single-factor model [7]; the CFA model
fit indices for buyers (X2/df = 3.063, CFI: 0.441, GFI: 0.530, AGFI: 0.448) and suppliers (X2/df = 3.309,
CFI: 0.315, GFI: 0.470, AGFI: 0.389) confirmed that no single factor emerged.

To further assess common method bias, an extended measurement model was developed that
included both original traits and a method factor [130]. The results of the CFA indicates that the
extended model improved the measurement model fit only marginally for buyers (CFI: 0.066, GFI:
0.036, AGFI: 0.012) and suppliers (CFI: 0.067, GFI: 0.044, AGFI: 0.025), the method factor accounted
for only 16.167% and 5.024% of the total variance (for buyers and suppliers, respectively), which is
significantly less than the threshold of 25%. Finally, path coefficients were similar in both models,
with item loadings for the original constructs remaining significant, so common method bias does not
appear to be a significant problem in this research.

4.5. Measurement Model Results

On the basis of the assumed causal relationships of different variables and their potential impact
on value, we validate the measures using structural equation model (SEM) through Amos 18.0 software
(SPSS Inc.: Chicago, IL, USA). Following [131,132] mathematical formulation, let ηi, i = 1, ..., 3 be
the latent constructs of value dimension (OV, SV, VC), ξj, j = 1, 2, be innovative information sharing
variables (TI, DI), ξj, j = 3, 4, be relational variables (TR, CE). We hypothesize items of {OV, SV, VC}
variables, yi, satisfies the following relationship,

yi = f (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) + ζi = ηi + ζi, ∀i (1)

where ζi is an error term with Σi = Cov(ζi), see Figure 1. All of the exogenous variables ξj are
hypothesized to impact on each endogenous latent variable (observable), ηi, positively, so,
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∂(ηi)/∂(ξj) > 0, ∀i,j. (2)

A linear structural equation can be used to represent Equation (1) as follows,

yi = Γξ + ζi, (3)

where ξ = [ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4]. The exogenous variables ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4 are unobservable, so different items
of xj, (xjk, j = 1, . . . , 4) are used to measure ξj for each j. As a result, the measurement model for the
vector of the exogenous latent variables is,

x = Λxξ + δ, (4)

where x = [x11, x12, x13, x14, x21, x22, x31, x32, x33, x34, x41, x42, x43, x44] and ξ = [ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4]
(by examining modification indices, correlated errors, and factor loadings, some items were iteratively
eliminated to guarantee to improve model fit statistics [133]).

Finally, parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation. We skip additional
methodological details on SEM definition, which can be found in [131].

We used CFA to identify the endogenous and exogenous latent variables (measurement model,
Equation (4)) and test the hypothesized conceptual model (structural path model, Equations (1) and (3)).
About measurement model, the CFA allows the robust examination of the unidimensionality, reliability,
and convergent validity of the scales (Table 3, + p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001).

Table 3. Unidimensionality, reliability and convergent validity.

Factor
Buyer Sample Supplier Sample

Factor Loadings
(p-Value < 0.05)

CR
(>0.7)

CFA Model Fit (Minimum
Recommended Values)

Factor Loadings
(p-Value)

CR
(>0.7)

CFA Model Fit (Minimum
Recommended Values)

TI

TI2: 0.651
(0.000 ***)

0.772
X2 = 12.209, df = 8
X2/df: 1.526 (<3)
GFI: 0.963 (>0.9)

AGFI: 0.903 (>0.9)
CFI: 0.978 (>0.9)

RMSEA = 0.091 (<0.1)

TI2: 0.649
(0.000 ***)

0.774
X2 = 8.001, df = 8
X2/df: 1.000 (<3)
GFI: 0.973 (>0.9)

AGFI: 0.929 (>0.9)
CFI: 1.000 (>0.9)

RMSEA = 0.071 (<0.08)

TI3: 0.643
(0.000 ***)

TI3: 0.753
(0.000 ***)

TI4: 0.705
(0.000 ***)

TI4: 0.629
(0.000 ***)

TI6: 0.708
(0.000 ***)

TI6: 0.683
(0.000 ***)

DI

DI2: 0.900
(0.000 ***)

0.862

DI2: 0.756
(0.000 ***)

0.811DI4: 0.840
(0.000 ***)

DI4: 0.892
(0.000 ***)

TR

TR2: 0.750
(0.000 ***)

0.842 X2 = 0.432, df = 2
X2/df: 0.216 (<3)
GFI: 0.998 (>0.9)

AGFI: 0.990 (>0.9)
CFI: 1.000 (>0.9)

RMSEA = 0.000 (<0.08)

TR2: 0.674
(0.000 ***)

0.869 X2 = 1.970, df = 2
X2/df: 0.985 (<3)
GFI: 0.989 (>0.9)

AGFI: 1.000 (>0.9)
CFI: 1.000 (>0.9)

RMSEA = 0.000 (<0.08)

TR3: 0.728
(0.000 ***)

TR3: 0.752
(0.000 ***)

TR4: 0.730
(0.000 ***)

TR4: 0.902
(0.000 ***)

TR5: 0.812
(0.000 ***)

TR5: 0.819
(0.000 ***)

CE

CE1: 0.903
(0.000 ***)

0.754

CE1: 0.722
(0.000 ***)

0.738
CE3: 0.606
(0.000 ***)

CE3: 0.731
(0.000 ***)

CE4: 0.603
(0.000 ***)

CE4: 0.633
(0.000 ***)

OV

OV1: 0.767
(0.002 ***)

0.728

X2 = 9.336, df = 11
X2/df: 0.849 (<3)
GFI: 0.976 (>0.9)

AGFI = 0.938 (>0.9)
CFI = 1.000 (>0.9)

RMSEA = 0.000 (<0.08)

OV1: 0.991
(0.000 ***)

0.756

X2 = 29.249, df = 11
X2/df: 2.659 (<3)
GFI: 0.919 (>0.9)

AGFI = 0.793 (>0.9)
CFI = 0.909 (>0.9)

RMSEA = 0.100 (≤0.1)

OV3: 0.746
(0.004 ***)

OV3: 0.529
(0.015 **)

SV

SV1: 0.865
(0.004 ***)

0.805

SV1: 0.835
(0.000 ***)

0.821
SV2: 0.753
(0.003 ***)

SV2: 0.715
(0.000 ***)

SV3: 0.658
(0.007 ***)

SV3: 0.780
(0.000 ***)

VC

VC1: 0.565
(0.004 ***)

0.619

VC1: 0.612
(0.000 ***)

0.606VC2: 0.767
(0.007 ***)

VC2: 0.706
(0.000 ***)

Note: Bias-corrected percentile bootstrap results for small sample estimates (10,000 replications).
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Unidimensionality refers to the extent to which the items are strongly associated with each other,
and represent a single factor, which is a necessary condition for reliability analysis and construct validation.
Both CFA model fit indices and reliability results were used for assessing unidimensionality [132]. CFA
was conducted to confirm the factor structure of information sharing, relational, and value-based
performance dimensions, using the comparative fit index (CFI), the goodness of fit index (GFI),
the adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and
the normed chi-square (X2/df) [133,134]. For an adequate fit, the literature recommends a cut-off value
higher than 0.90 for the CFI index [135], but values over 0.80 indicate a reasonable fit [136]; AGFI and
GFI values over 0.9 also represent a very good fit. RMSEA values less than 0.08 [132] or 0.10 [133]
suggests an adequate model fit; a X2/df value lower than 3.0 indicates that competing models have
reasonable relative efficiency, with values less than 2.0 indicating a good fit [136]. Table 3 suggest a
good fit of the hypothesized measurement model.

Convergent validity refers to the extent to which indicators of a specific variable share a high
proportion of variance in common. It was initially assessed through an analysis of the reliability of
individual factor items [77]; a common threshold is a minimum level of 0.7 for item loadings, which
indicates statistical significance for t-values at p < 0.05, items below 0.4 should be eliminated, whereas
items below 0.7 could be acceptable in the presence of high model fit-data indexes [133]. As shown in
Table 3, item loadings for each factor approach the 0.70 cut-off point and are significant at p < 0.001
based on robust bias-corrected bootstrapping estimates of t-values (10,000 replications). Besides,
convergent validity was analysed on the basis of composite reliability (CR), which informs both on the
reliability and internal consistency of each construct; as minimum recommended values, CR scores
over 0.7 indicate that the variance captured by the construct is significantly higher than the variance
indicated in the error component [133,137]. As reported in Table 3, all factors but value capture have
CRs greater than 0.7, thus exhibiting adequate reliability; because value capture’s CR scores approach
0.7, considering previous CFA model fit, convergent validity can be accepted.

Discriminant validity assesses the degree to which a construct and its items differ from another
construct. Discriminant validity was assessed for all possible pairs of theoretical constructs. For each
selected pair, two CFA models were tested by allowing for free correlation between the two constructs
(unconstrained model) and then constraining such correlation to 1 (constrained model). A significant
X2 difference test for the constrained and unconstrained model was found for each pair of constructs,
indicating strong discriminant validity [138]. For each correlation coefficient, a 95% bias-corrected
percentile bootstrapping confidence interval was also estimated; since none of them include the
value 1, the constructs was found to support discriminant validity [138]. Finally, discriminant validity
was also assessed by comparing the square of the root of the average variance extracted (AVE)
with the maximum correlation coefficients of latent variables [139]; results should be greater than 1.
As presented in Table 4, this ratio was ranged from 1.006 to 2.185, implying that all variables indicate
strong discriminant validity [132].

Table 4. Test of discriminant validity.

Buyer Sample Supplier Sample

TI DG TR CE OV SV VC TI DG TR CE OV SV VC

TI 1 0.374 0.653 0.520 0.282 0.346 0.434 1 0.410 0.352 0.361 0.328 0.320 0.396
DG 0.374 1 −0.029 0.057 0.372 0.339 0.087 0.410 1 −0.032 0.583 0.091 0.182 0.123
TR 0.653 −0.029 1 0.714 0.125 0.244 0.254 0.352 −0.032 1 0.362 0.203 0.032 0.281
CE 0.520 0.057 0.714 1 0.044 0.247 0.376 0.361 0.583 0.362 1 0.102 0.033 0.290
OV 0.282 0.372 0.125 0.044 1 0.312 0.118 0.328 0.091 0.203 0.102 1 0.449 0.425
SV 0.346 0.339 0.244 0.247 0.312 1 0.414 0.320 0.182 0.032 0.033 0.449 1 0.439
VC 0.434 0.087 0.254 0.376 0.118 0.414 1 0.396 0.123 0.281 0.290 0.425 0.439 1

Max corr 0.653 0.374 0.714 0.714 0.372 0.414 0.434 0.410 0.583 0.362 0.583 0.449 0.449 0.439√
AVE 0.680 0.871 0.756 0.718 0.756 0.764 0.674 0.680 0.827 0.791 0.696 0.793 0.764 0.674√

AVE/max corr 1.041 2.329 1.059 1.006 2.032 1.845 1.553 1.659 1.419 2.185 1.194 1.766 1.702 1.535

Note: max corr: maximum correlation.
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4.6. Invariance Testing

The conceptual model was tested using AMOS 18.0 (SPSS Inc.: Chicago, IL, USA). Firstly,
a multi-group analysis was conducted to test invariance across samples [140], i.e., whether relationship
perceptions differ across buyers and suppliers. Authors as [141] demonstrate that accurate invariance
tests could be obtained if sample sizes are slightly different; in our model, two groups of 104 (buyers)
and 90 (suppliers) responses are considered, so the multi-group analysis should yield accurate results;
this step is needed before comparisons across the buyer and supplier model can be made. Following
past studies, invariance tests were assessed at three levels [140]: configural invariance, measurement
invariance, and structural invariance (Table 5). To determine invariance, the difference in X2 values
between the restricted model and the baseline configural model was analysed, a statistically significant
difference (p < 0.05) would demonstrate that the models are not equivalent across groups [140];
to prevent a sample size and non-normality bias, a negligible change in CFI values between models is
also recommended.

Table 5. Test of invariance results.

Invariance X2 (p) df X2/df CFI GFI AGFI RMSEA ∆X2 (p) ∆CFI

Configural 381.903 (0.001) 299 1.277 0.940 0.842 0.778 0.038 - -
Metric 391.472 (0.000) 312 1.255 0.942 0.839 0.783 0.036 9.569 (0.729) 0.002

Factorial 393.496 (0.002) 316 1.245 0.944 0.838 0.784 0.036 2.014 (0.733) 0.002
Structural 418.478 (0.001) 329 1.272 0.935 0.832 0.785 0.038 24.992 (0.023) −0.009

Configural invariance assesses if the same number of factors and factor-loading patterns holds
across groups. A baseline model was conducted without imposing any equality constraints on buyer
and supplier samples. The chi-square for the baseline model was 381.9 with 299 df, with the following
test statistics: X2/df = 1.277 (p = 0.001), CFI: 0.940, GFI: 0.842, AGFI: 0.778, and RMSEA: 0.038. Because
the model fit was adequate, the structure of the model could be considered as optimally represented
with the factor loadings and paths specified for each sample.

Measurement invariance indicates whether the measurement model is equal across independent
groups, showing if respondents interpret measurement items equivalently [141]. First, each factor
loading was forced to be equal across buyer and supplier groups (metric invariance): the insignificant
X2 difference between this nested model and the baseline model was 9.569 with 13 df (p = 0.729), thus,
buyers and suppliers generally interpret measurement items equivalently. Subsequently, factorial
invariance was tested by forcing factor loadings and factor inter-correlations to be equal across groups
(factorial invariance), the X2 difference (2.014 with 4 df) was also insignificant (p = 0.733), indicating that
measurement invariance could be accepted across groups.

Structural invariance assesses the similarity of measurements and structural models across groups.
Structural invariance testing was performed by constraining the structural paths to be equal across
samples and also by retaining previous equality constraints of paths. The results in Table 5 show
that this nested model fit the data well: X2 (329) = 418.478 (p = 0.001), X2/df = 1.272, CFI: 0.935, GFI:
0.832, AGFI: 0.785, RMSEA: 0.038. The X2 difference of 24.992 with 13 df was statistically significant,
indicating that the level of association between analysed constructs was different across the buyer and
supplier samples. As a result, it is confirmed that the role that the firm plays in the collaborative supply
chain relationship (buyer or supplier) significantly affects the way in which innovative information
sharing and relational variables impact value creation and value capture.

4.7. Structural (Path) Model

Table 6 summarises the standardised structural weights of all groups drawing on the previous
measurement (factorial) invariance model, which are the best estimates of the true structural (path)
weights for H1–H6 hypotheses testing [11]. Comparison of the paths between samples will provide
evidence of the nature of the differences to gain further information about how value is created
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and captured along the supply chain. Direct, indirect, and total effects are presented to test the H7
mediation hypothesis. As shown in Table 6, all hypotheses except H2 are fully (p < 0.05) or marginally
(p < 0.1) supported, however, significant differences appear for the buyer and supplier sample.

Table 6. Result of the hypotheses based on standardized bootstrapping estimates.

Direct Effects Indirect Effects Total Effects

H Path Buyer Supplier H Path Buyer Supplier Buyer Supplier

H1 TI→TR 0.761 *** 0.458 *** - - - - 0.761 *** 0.458 ***
H1 DI→TR −0.307 * −0.226 + - - −0.307 * −0.226 +

H2 TI→CE −0.068 0.193 H7 TI→TR→CE 0.638 *** 0.145 * 0.570 *** 0.338 +

H2 DI→CE 0.132 0.172 H7 DI→TR→CE −0.258 * −0.071 + −0.126 0.101
H3 TR→CE 0.838 *** 0.316 * - - - - 0.838 *** 0.316 *
H4 TI→OV −0.001 0.565 * H7 TI→{TR,CE}→OV 0.104 −0.148 0.103 0.417 *
H4 TI→SV 0.083 0.319 + H7 TI→{TR,CE}→SV 0.173 + −0.064 0.256 * 0.255 +

H4 TI→VC 0.480 + 0.242 H7 TI→{TR,CE}→VC −0.007 0.155 + 0.473 ** 0.397 *
H4 DI→OV 0.392 * −0.161 H7 DI→{TR,CE}→OV −0.056 0.069 0.335 * −0.092
H4 DI→SV 0.308 * 0.086 H7 DI→{TR,CE}→SV −0.064 −0.008 0.244 * 0.078
H4 DI→VC −0.066 0.016 H7 DI→{TR,CE}→VC 0.035 0.025 0.031 0.041
H5 TR→OV 0.240 −0.313 + H7 TR→CE→OV −0.117 −0.005 0.124 −0.318 +

H5 TR→SV 0.184 −0.030 H7 TR→CE→SV 0.049 −0.047 0.233 + −0.077
H5 TR→VC −0.238 0.059 H7 TR→CE→VC 0.256 0.120 + 0.018 0.178
H6 CE→OV −0.139 −0.014 - - - - −0.139 −0.014
H6 CE→SB 0.059 −0.148 - - - - 0.059 −0.148
H6 CE→VC 0.306 0.378 * - - - - 0.306 0.378 *

Note: + p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. In bold, supported hypotheses (p < 0.05); in cursive, partially
supported hypotheses (p < 0.1). Significance of total effects are also reported.

H1: Focusing on hypotheses linking innovative information sharing to relational variables,
timeliness and disaggregation were hypothesised to positively impact trust. While the positive effect
of timeliness on trust is strongly supported in the supplier and the buyer model (p < 0.001), a negative
association between disaggregation and trust is confirmed for the buyer (p < 0.05) and partially for
the supplier role (p < 0.1), reflecting that in the presence of high, disaggregated information sharing,
the perception of trust is reduced.

H2, H3: In addition, timeliness and disaggregation were hypothesised to positively impact
continuity expectations. While no direct effects were found for these relationships in any sample,
a positive indirect effect of timeliness on continuity expectations was found through trust, given that
H3 was confirmed in both roles, this indirect effect is stronger for buyers (p < 0.001) than for suppliers
(p < 0.05). As a result, the total effect of timely information sharing on continuity expectations is found
to be positive and statistically significant for buyers. Oppositely, a significant but negative indirect
effect of disaggregation on continuity expectations through trust is found for buyers (p < 0.05) and
marginally observed for suppliers (p < 0.1), however, the total effect is not significant at the 95%
confidence level.

H4: The results indicate significant differences in hypotheses linking innovative information
and value, timeliness appears to be a key information-sharing characteristic for suppliers to create
value, while disaggregation is key for buyers. Direct paths leading to operational value creation
from timeliness are significant for the supplier role (p < 0.05) but not for the buyer role, similarly,
the strategic perspective of value creation is positively affected by timeliness for suppliers (p < 0.1),
however, the effect is not significant for buyers. However, the hypothesis that timeliness directly
impacts value capture is just marginally supported for buyers (p < 0.1). Disaggregation is hypothesised
to positively impact operational value creation, which is only supported for buyers. Additionally,
the direct and positive impact of disaggregation on strategic value creation is statistically significant
for buyers, however, the effect is not significant for suppliers. Finally, the relationship between
disaggregation and value capture is not significant, and this hypothesis is thus not supported in either
the buyer or the supplier model.
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H5, H6: The hypotheses linking the relational signalling antecedents to value are just partially
supported. Whereas trust marginally affects the operational value performance for suppliers (p < 0.1),
a negative effect is observed, indicating that in high-trust relationships, operational excellence is
relaxed. On the contrary, a direct effect is marginally confirmed between trust and strategic value
creation for buyers (p < 0.1). A positive and significant effect is also confirmed between continuity
expectations and value capture for suppliers, as a result, a significant parameter estimate is found for
the indirect effect of trust on value capture through continuity expectations (p < 0.1), even if the total
effect is not statistically significant.

H7: Finally, very few significant relationships are observed for indirect effects testing the partial
mediation effect of relational variables on value. Specifically, the paths linking timeliness to (a) buyers’
strategic value creation (p < 0.1), and (b) suppliers’ value capture (p < 0.1) confirm a positive but partial
indirect impact of relational variables on partners’ value.

5. Results

5.1. Results of Relational Variables

In line with the accounting-control-trust literature, the results of hypothesis H1 suggests that
timeliness of information is a positive source of trust for both the buyer and supplier role, i.e., the frequent
exchange of accurate, fast data that follows from the use of controls is a relational device that produces
positive expectations about the ability, benevolence, and integrity of the other party [61,62,64], fostering
greater confidence, and enhancing trust [32,71]. Additionally, trust is found to have a direct, positive
effect on continuity expectations (H3), in line with literature that suggests that trust shifts the focus
of a relationship to future conditions [11,54,55,102,118], such an effect is particularly significant for
buyers, adding evidence to [57] results on the importance of trust to promote buyers’ cooperation.
By facilitating trust building, timeliness of information has an indirect but significant effect on the
partner’s long-term expectations (H7), however, no direct relationship is found (H2 is not supported),
suggesting that timeliness of information may be considered an ‘operationally focused’ variable that
helps to avoid short-term problems and to quickly respond to market changes, producing just an
indirect long-term impact on the relationship.

Conversely, disaggregated information negatively affects trust for buyers and suppliers (H1), while
no direct effect is observed on continuity expectations (H2), an indirect negative impact is observed on
the basis of trust (H7). A double explanation emerges, which combines the adverse effects of an excess
of control over trust [44] and the risk of a partner’s appropriation of a firm’s core knowledge [40].
On the first point, Van der Meer-Kooistra and Vosselman [35] suggest that if control information
derived from formal governance mechanisms is considered excessive compared to the cooperative
attitude of partners, negative consequences can be expected for the level of trust, a proclivity to
behave opportunistically also appears that compromises the continuity of the relationship because
the perceived illegitimate control reduces cooperation and promotes partners’ self-interest. From this
point of view, disaggregated information sharing may be seen to exceed the legitimate threshold of
control, leading to partners’ mistrust and instability of the relationship.

However, the negative impact of disaggregated information on trust also suggests that the
interchange of detailed core information between partners is considered as a source of relational risk,
which produces mistrust; in this point, two forms of risk are relevant to supply chain relationships:
relational risk is concerned with the probability and consequences that a partner does not commit itself
to the alliance in the desired manner, performance risk refers to the risk of not achieving the relationship
goals even if the partners cooperate fully [142]. This result is in line with [40], who argues that the
mutual exchange of information, while needed to exploit complementary competencies, creates the risk
that core competences can be spilled over to competitors, directly or indirectly, by partners. This risk
increases in presence of explicit, documented knowledge such as in the form of documents produced
by cost-based information systems. Thus, the flow of sensitive, detailed MC information would
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increase the perception of spillover risk, which is considered a negative relational signal [38,40,142].
Such effect is stronger for buyers than for suppliers, in line with previous studies postulating that
buyers’ perceived risk stems mostly from the partners’ behaviour [143]. Besides, our results suggest
that the negative association between perceived risk and continuity expectations is just an indirect
consequence of mistrust [102].

Regarding [35] framework, timeliness of information fulfils the ‘accounting for trust building’
role because it acts as a direct trust-building mechanism, additionally, it partially fulfils the ‘accounting
for stable and durable relationships’ role, as an indirect trust-based signal that the relationship can be
expected to continue in the future. In contrast, disaggregation of information acts as a pure ‘accounting
for control’ mechanism, with evidence that control exceeding the legitimate control threshold is having
negative consequences for trust [44]. The effects of information sharing on relational signalling are
stronger for buyers than for suppliers, in line with previous research [11]. As such, timeliness of
information is a relational device that partners should exploit, whereas disaggregated information is a
control mechanism that should be carefully managed to avoid undesirable relational consequences.

5.2. Results of Value Creation and Capture

Supply chain studies have observed how the share of MC information, conceived as a source
of relational capabilities, results in improved performance for both buyers and suppliers [5,11,25,32].
The findings in support of H4 provide additional, detailed results about the impact of each characteristic
of innovative information sharing on value dimensions considering the particular role of the firm
along the supply chain. On the buyer side (upstream relationships), both timeliness and disaggregated
characteristics are found to be relevant and complementary factors for value generation. However,
if the firm assumes a supplier role (downstream relationships), timeliness is key for gaining value,
in line with [70] who find that suppliers are focused on timely information because they rely on
customer data to begin internal processes. On the contrary, the exchange of disaggregated cost-based
data does not add significant value for suppliers, being a source of relational risk as observed previously,
suppliers’ reasons to share such information should range on a continuum from pure altruism based on
considering partners’ needs as their own [44] to full dependency of a powerful buyer that imposes its
own needs [46]. A particular analysis of each value dimension provides an additional understanding
of the flow of value creation and value capture along the supply chain.

Operational value creation is observed on both sides of collaborative relationships, this result is in
line with literature reporting that concerns about day-to-day commercial and production factors, such
as quality, delivery, cost and price, or support service, are key reasons for entering into a buyer-supplier
relationship [6,11,92]. This result also supports the traditional value chain focus on the optimisation of
production and operations, as a key source of value [3,5].

The results suggest that different characteristics of information sharing are able to exploit operative
opportunities along the supply chain. The findings in support of H4 indicate the significant effect of
timeliness of information on operational value creation when the firm faces downstream relationships
(supplier role), which supports the visibility function with effects on the capacity of adjusting to
demand changes, the fast solution of problems, and the adequate product design and service [28,63,71].
As a result, customers’ needs are better understood and fulfilled, reinforcing the competitive position of
suppliers [4,22,83]. However, when upstream relationships are faced (buyer role), timely information
is not significant for adding operational value to a firm’s offers. In this context, sharing disaggregated
cost information with suppliers is the key factor to obtain efficiencies in the production process that
relies on more valuable products than competitors, this finding provides support to the argument that
buyers are more concerned than suppliers about detailed cost information [66,144] that allows to adjust
plans properly [70]. No direct or indirect relational effects on operational value creation are found, thus,
the control role of information sharing appears to be the basis of partners’ operational benefits. A minor
exception is observed regarding the negative impact of trust on suppliers’ operational value, since
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buyers’ perceptions could cause suppliers to relax the effort of providing better offers than competitors.
However, this effect is compensated by the timely exchange of information between partners.

The importance of the strategic dimension of value has been highlighted by literature over the past
two decades [5], being conceived as a source of long-term competitive advantages and a defence against
adverse competitive actions [8,9,135]. The results of H4 provide evidence of significant strategic value
creation through upstream supply chain relationships (buyer role), where both disaggregated and
timely information help to obtain strategic advantages. Such benefits in terms of superior innovation,
know-how, and access to resources are in line with [5], who argue that capitalising on suppliers’
capabilities will become an increasingly important source of value in supply chain relationships. While
disaggregated information sharing has a direct, control-based effect on buyers’ strategic performance,
timely information appears as an indirect source of value through relational variables. In particular,
maintaining a trustable relationship could be a necessary condition for obtaining strategic value from
the frequent, accurate exchange of information (TR→SV total effect being partially significant).

When a firm is positioned on the downside side of a relationship (supplier role), the ability to
generate strategic value is very limited: Timely information sharing appears as the unique source
of strategic benefits, however, its effect is weak (p < 0.1) without being reinforced by significant
relational effects in terms of trust or long-term focused relationships. In the limited literature on
suppliers’ strategic value, Sanders [10] also finds no direct relationship between information sharing
and strategic performance, defined in terms of capturing market data, enhancing product innovation,
and developing new business opportunities. The failing of management information systems to create
strategic value for suppliers represents a lost opportunity to develop durable competitive advantages,
innovations developed with customers may improve the supplier’s future offerings, while improved
market knowledge could be relevant for developing new business [11].

Finally, the results in support of H4 indicate a positive effect of timely information sharing on
value capture on both sides of supply chain relationships, adding detailed evidence to the recent
literature on the determinants of financial performance [7,11,125]. However, despite this fact, there
are significant differences in the way partners capture value. While buyers rely exclusively on timely
data, suppliers need a trustable and long-term focused relationship to capture financial value (H7),
in line with Cheung et al. [52]’s suggestion about suppliers’ short-term discount of financial gains
in exchange of the long-term benefit potential of the relationship. These findings suggest that an
‘accounting for control’ framework is enough to manage value capture when facing upstream supply
chain interactions, however, an ‘accounting for durable and stable relationship’ is needed to produce
financial benefits in downstream exchanges. On the contrary, the effect of disaggregated information
is not significant for value capture on any side of the supply chain relationships. Thus, the effects
of detailed information on supply chain flexibility do not have a key impact on partners’ profit and
market share.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

6.1. Managerial and Theoretical Implications

This study departs from the ‘accounting-control-trust’ literature in that it conceptualises
management control information and trust as two interacting, reinforcing governance structures [61,62],
which produce long-term continuity expectations and stable relationships [44]. The analysis of two
key information characteristics, timeliness and disaggregation, provides long-demanded empirical
evidence of the direct impact of information sharing on trust building and relationship continuity [5,44].
The first implication of this study is the identification of a global view of information sharing as a
relational device, suggesting significant effects of accounting information on stable relationships along
the supply chain network, developed through control and trust interactions. Timely information
appears to be a direct source of relational signalling that promotes trust and continuity expectations,
which explains the high values observed for this variable for both roles. However, disaggregated
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information is perceived as a pure control variable with negative effects on relational factors and
the potential risk of core knowledge spillover [40]. The identification of the preponderance of
timely information as an “accounting for trust” and “accounting for stable and durable relationship”
mechanism, before the “accounting for control” role of disaggregated information, are significant
contributions to the theoretical debate on the “accounting-control-trust” nexus [44], providing evidence
of the coexistence of formal and relational mechanisms through information sharing. This finding
also offers evidence that it is not the volume of information sharing but its nature which impacts on
relational variables [67,69], suggesting that information sharing is a multidimensional variable instead
of the traditional one-dimensional view [11,32,52].

Drawing from literature on value nets and demand-side theory, this study has defined the value
of the supply chain relationship as a multidimensional concept integrated by three interconnected
dimensions and developed reliable instruments for their measurement. The definitions of operational
value creation, strategic value creation, and value capture provide an additional conceptual and
methodological understanding of the potential value-based benefits of supply chain relationships [18].
Based on the operationalisations of value dimensions, the second and most salient feature of
this study is the fact that the two complementary characteristics of information sharing have
different impacts on value creation and capture depending on the role played in the collaborative
relationship. Timely information sharing appears as the key source of value when facing downstream
relationships (supplier role) that generates both short-term operative benefits and financial value,
in line with findings on the effects of timely information to gain internal process efficiency [70]
and financial performance [11]. However, contrary to the literature on the long-term benefits of
collaboration [8,24,125], the informational effect on suppliers’ strategic value is weak. However, in
upstream collaborative relationships, the dimensions of buyer’s value are complementary enhanced by
both timely (strategic, financial value) and disaggregated (operational, strategic value) characteristics,
this finding is in line with [145] findings of information sharing as a good predictor of the buyer’s
full competitive position. But while sharing of disaggregated information has a positive effect on
buyers’ value, suppliers do not obtain benefits from it, so they could develop feelings of inequity
and opportunism that are particularly significant when customers implement sustainable assessment
governance initiatives [94]. This finding is important for managers who should establish appropriate
mechanisms to handle these negative relational effects in order to maximize supply chain value,
combining monitoring instruments (contractual knowledge protection) and loyalty-based identification
(implicit know-how protection) [40]. These results have challenging theoretical implications, providing
support to the conceptual multi-dimensional nature of value [5,20,53] and to the role of supply chain
partners as value co-creators [4,52]. The results also provide understanding on how value is created and
captured in supply chains, this point is critical because gaining and sustaining competitive advantages
depends on understanding the firm’s position in the supply chain value system, and managers are
responsible for optimizing this advantage [3,52].

Even if the results support that each node into the supply chain is able to generate and capture
value from any upstream or downstream relationship, they also suggest that the firms obtain a
higher value in managing upstream relationships in respect to downstream interchanges [5]. In fact,
operative and financial benefits are shared across supply chain nodes, while strategic value is just
obtained in upstream relationships, suggesting a buyer’s self-serving behaviour in the acquisition of
long-term advantages. The turn of this behaviour into a synergistic scheme of value creation, requiring
increased cross-functional cooperation and complex supply chain governance mechanisms, represents
an opportunity to achieve a better strategic alignment that will provide additional operational value,
more perceived market benefits, and new opportunities for exploiting business opportunities [38,52].

Linked to previous results, the third feature of this study is the evidence provided on the complex
direct and indirect effects of relational variables on value generation in a collaborative scenario [5].
The findings demonstrate different frameworks for the interaction between information sharing, trust,
and continuity expectations depending on both the firm’s role and the nature of value (Table 7).
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Operative value creation is obtained under an “accounting for control” frame, where information
sharing obtained from formal control structures helps align the interests of patterns, producing
thin trust and controlling the adequacy of obtained outputs [37,44], in this framework, relational
signals are not necessary to improve product-based benefits. However, an “accounting from trust
building” frame is needed to capture the full strategic advantage of upstream relationships, thus,
the appropriation of long-term competitive advantage requires the control role of accounting to be
completed with the building of trust, which reduces perceptions of opportunism and increases partners’
commitment [44,61,62].

Value capture requires a very different framework for partners. In upstream relationships, control
information is the basis for value appropriation effects, instead, in downstream relationships a complete
“accounting for stable and durable relationships” frame is needed to gain financial value Thus, while
suppliers need to foster long-term relationships to exploit relational value opportunities, buyers do
not have such a need. This finding is broadly in line with previous studies on buyer-supplier power
priorities, which argue that buyers’ primary priorities focus on short-term issues, whereas suppliers’
priorities focus on long-term profitability [46,144]. This difference could be a source of challenging
managerial implications for suppliers because suppliers could accept maintaining asymmetrical value
exchanges out of fears of disrupting long-term oriented relationships [46,50,56], leading to feelings
of inequity [2]. However, power imbalances could result in the position of the weaker party to be
eroded too much in the long term, ultimately destroying the relationship with negative effects for both
partners [45,142]. Developing governance mechanisms on the basis of trust could be a safeguard to
avoid such effects [40], which reaffirms the need for a trustable relational scenario despite discrete
effects on value generation. Previous results add valuable knowledge to the limited literature on the
mediation role of relational variables between collaborative activities and relationship outcomes [5,11].

Table 7. Information-sharing roles for value creation and capture.

Suppliers Value-Based Performance Buyers Value-Based Performance

OV SV VC OV SV VC

TI Accounting
for control

Accounting for
control (weak)

Accounting for
durable and stable

relationships
- Accounting

for trust
Accounting
for control

DI - - - Accounting
for control

Accounting
for control -

Finally, this study provides additional evidence on the firm as a complex node that plays different
roles in value-based supply chains [20,21,145]. Literature on the effect of partners’ perspective
on supply chain performance is still limited. Paulraj et al. [32] analyse the relationships between
inter-organisational communication, buyer performance and supplier performance. However, their
informants hail exclusively from the buyer side of the dyad, as a result, the firm is assumed to play only
a purchasing role. Cao and Zhang [7] analyse the relationship between supply chain collaboration and
firm performance considering a generic supply chain partner without analysing the particular position
of the firm as a buyer or supplier along the supply chain. While Cheung et al. [52] analyse cross-border
vertical dyads, their study is circumscribed to five manufacturing companies and their overseas
suppliers, with each respondent being assumed to play a unique role in the supply chain. Similarly,
Kim et al. [57] study supplier relationships connected to a major telecommunication service company
that acts as buyer in a monopsonistic situation. Other authors studying collaborative relationships,
while analysing both buyer and supplier perspectives, consider a single position for each firm in the
net [11,46,49,70,92]. In this study, both downstream and upstream positions are analysed with respect
to the firm to understand the complex process of value generation inside supply chains and the role
played by MC governance mechanisms. Evidence on the different nature of value being captured
from each side can serve as a powerful tool for managers to negotiate specific actions that maximise
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collaborative benefits and minimise the chance of relationship failures [7]. This study also provides a
structured understanding of the full benefits of collaboration, which opens potential lines of research
on supply chain management mechanisms as sources of value [4].

6.2. Limitations and Future Research

There are several limitations of this study that need to be considered. First, the research, while
assuming a supply chain perspective, analyses the value created through specific buyer-supplier
and supplier-buyer relationships in the context of the firm as a network node. To further assess the
process of value transmission along the supply network as the unit of analysis, specific triads should
be considered (supplier-firm-buyer), or, ideally, all organisations from raw material suppliers to end
customers should be analysed. While our perspective limits the applicability of results to full supply
chains, several considerations directed this decision, including complexities of research design and
the lack of access to supply networks in practice, as reported by previous literature [32,46]. However,
further efforts should be made to test the process of value generation in business network contexts
in order to validate the results and to identify additional informational and relational interactions.
A point of departure to conduct this research could be the definition of constructs from the perspective
of dyadic relationships that are connected with other indirect relationships along the supply chain [121].
Besides, cost-benefit sharing and relationship pay-offs should be deeper analysed in order to identify
specific win-win, win-lose, lose-win, or lose-lose strategies for buyers and suppliers along the supply
chain [11].

Second, the research focuses on the absence of a validated scale to measure value in supply
chain contexts. This focus has necessitated a research design based on adopting multiple theoretical
perspectives to approach the multifaceted phenomena of value creation and value extraction [5],
defining direct and mediation effects of MC mechanisms on value extraction. While the proposed
measurement scale seems to be statistically reliable, further analysis is warranted to test the suitability
of additional items in defining those and other value dimensions [4], with a particular emphasis on
social [146] and environmental value [147]. Additionally, in testing the hypothesised multidimensional
nature of value using SEM we assumed, in line with prior research on supply chain performance [7,32],
that unidimensional constructs were reflective rather than formative. Future research should analyse
the potential formative nature of value in detail using other SEM approaches that are better adapted
to formative constructs such as Partial Least Squares [32]. Also, the multidimensional nature of
information visibility and supply chain flexibility should be further analysed; their role in our
theoretical model should be explored as second-order formative capabilities [148], being integrated
by MC information characteristics and strongly linked to relational governance mechanism as
trust [28,149].

Third, contextual variables should be included to identify the conditions under which the
proposed model is justified and more effective. The effects of market conditions, product characteristics,
and firm-contextual characteristics, while still rarely addressed in the field of supply chain research,
should be further analysed to test the real benefits of information sharing and relational variables for
the buyer and supplier roles [5]. Besides, the level and types or risk that supply chain relationships
face should be considered in order to complete the conceptual ‘control-trust-value’ framework [43,150];
this is particularly significant in sustainable intra-industry alliances, where sharing information and
organization routines would lead to a improved supply risk management and a higher efficiency [151].
Finally, the cross-sectional design of the study should be completed with a longitudinal analysis
that would help to better understand the sequential relationships that could emerge between the
informational, relational, and value-based constructs as the relationship advances. Despite these
limitations, we believe that this study makes a compelling case toward viewing MC information
sharing and relational variables as interactive key sources of valuable benefits for firms participating
in collaborative supply chains.
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Appendix A. Survey Items and Descriptives

Table A1. Descriptive statistics (buyer and supplier samples).

MC Information Sharing (Timely) Buyer Sample
Mean (sd)

Supplier Sample
Mean (sd)

TI1—Requested information arrives immediately upon request 5.28 (1.03) 5.06 (1.22)
TI2—There is no delay between an event and the reporting of relevant information to you 5.29 (1.03) 5.16 (1.24)
TI3—Reports are received frequently 5.02 (1.13) 4.88 (1.34)
TI4—Information requested by the partner is provided immediately upon request 5.25 (1.29) 5.38 (1.27)
TI5—There is no delay between an event and the provision of relevant information
to the partner 5.53 (1.09) 5.55 (1.22)

TI6—Reports are provided frequently 5.18 (1.13) 5.50 (1.09)

MC Information Sharing (Disaggregated)

DI1—Information is received in forms that support a “what if?” analysis 5.12 (1.17) 5.22 (1.13)
DI2—Costs information received is separated into fixed and variable components 3.87 (1.85) 3.68 (1.69)
DI3—Information is provided in forms that support a “what if?” analysis 5.24 (1.09) 5.56 (1.08)
DI4—Costs information provided is separated into fixed and variable components 4.02 (1.68) 3.79 (1.68)

Trust

TR1—This partner is trustworthy 5.72 (1.02) 5.39 (1.29)
TR2—This partner is always honest with us 5.63 (0.94) 5.32 (1.31)
TR3—The partner is capable of providing quality products and services to us 5.92 (0.89) 5.61 (1.22)
TR4—This partner keeps promises it makes to our firm 5.35 (1.15) 5.27 (1.14)
TR5—This partner’s beliefs serve our specific need well 5.77 (0.93) 5.18 (1.16)
TR6—We trust this partner to keep our best interests in mind 5.42 (1.20) 5.34 (1.68)

Continuity Expectations

CE1—Your company expects that the relationship will continue over time 6.02 (0.80) 6.34 (0.85)
CE2—You believe that your partner expects the relationship to continue over time 6.16 (0.84) 5.96 (1.10)
CE3—Your company makes plans based on continuance 5.82 (1.23) 6.06 (1.18)
CE4—You believe that your partner makes plans based on continuance 5.91 (0.94) 5.13 (1.50)

Operational Value Creation

OV1—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of overall product
quality relative to your major industrial competitors 5.18 (1.01) 5.13 (0.91)

OV2—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of average selling
price relative to your major industrial competitors 4.67 (1.09) 4.76 (1.01)

OV3—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of overall customer
service level relative to your major industrial competitors 4.99 (1.36) 5.08 (1.27)

Strategic Value Creation

SV1—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of research investment
relative to your major industrial competitors 4.65 (1.47) 4.58 (1.40)

SV2—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of ability to win
resources relative to your major industrial competitors 4.98 (1.21) 4.55 (1.28)

SV3—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of staff training
programs relative to your major industrial competitors 4.72 (1.23) 4.56 (1.26)

Value Capture

VC1—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of return on assets
relative to your major industrial competitors 4.66 (0.93) 4.41 (1.22)

VC2—Please indicate the level of your firm’s performance in terms of market share
relative to your major industrial competitors 4.57 (1.39) 4.56 (1.40)
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